INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
SLB-3020 HANGER BRACKET
for JVC DILA-G20U, Dukane 9020,
Prior to assembly, unpack carton and verify contents.
For security installation, use security hardware package inside the ALL-POINTS™
Security Kit. Follow the instructions below for attaching the bracket to the projector
using either standard hardware or security hardware.
If you are missing any of the following components, please contact Customer Service at
1-800-582-6480
(1)
(6)
(2)

SLB-3020 Bracket
10 - 24 Thumb Nuts
White Cable Ties

(1)
(1)
(1)

M8 -20mm Screws
M8 Flatwashers
5/16 Spacer Washer

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Turn projector upside down.

2.

Remove the adhesive rubber foot from the rear left leg of the projector, to expose the M8
treaded insert. Place the spacer washer around the same left rear threaded insert to hold
bracket level to projector.

3.

Unscrew the other three adjustable legs so there is a space of approximately ¼” between
the two pieces if the leg. Place slb-3020 bracket onto bottom of projector, Lining up the
three slots in the bracket, you need to move toward the front of the projector and then to
the right making sure that all three tabs remain between the two piece adjustable legs.

4.

Using the two white wire ties provided, wrap one wire tie around each front leg of the
projector, making sure you have the ties between the projector and the adjustable thumb
release and pull tie as tight as you can so the thumb lever is immobilized. WARNING:
Failure to follow these wire tie installation instruction could cause an injury or
result in a fatality and destroy your projector. ( Excess of wire ties may be cut shorter
following proper installation.)

5.

After wire ties have been properly installed and tighten, make sure the spacer washer is
still lined up between the rear left projector foot and the SLB-3020 bracket and install the
M8 screw and washer finger tight.

6.

Make sure the slots in the bracket are seated as far as possible against the bolts, at this
point screw the three adjustable feet down snug against the slb-3020 bracket.

7.

Secure the last bolt in left rear projector leg using the correct tools required. CAUTION:
When attaching the mount be careful not to overtighten screw.

8.

See RPA and/or Smart-Lift™ Instructions.
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